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TOP5s in TOKYO with Khaled Iwamura Ep 2
Top 5 Dishes in Tsukishima

Khaled Iwamura explores the hidden gems in the neighbourhoods of Tokyo for
his top 5 dishes in the series “TOP5s in TOKYO with Khaled Iwamura”. In
episode 2, Khaled goes to Tsukishima, a man-made island in Tokyo Bay that
was created over 100 years ago. Now the island is redeveloped; however, you
can still find the old-school charm in certain areas if you peek into the small
alleys and streets.

Watch now

Artistic Retreat: Unveiling Park Hotel Tokyo’s New Artist

https://tokyotokyo.jp/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8doFjUY-6cw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8doFjUY-6cw
https://tokyotokyo.jp/
https://www.gotokyo.org/en/index.html
https://tokyotourismconnection.jp/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kyoko-higashi-888720165/
https://www.youtube.com/@TokyoTokyoOldmeetsNew
https://www.facebook.com/GoTokyo.en/
https://www.instagram.com/tokyotokyooldmeetsnew/
https://twitter.com/GOTOKYOofficial
https://jcinteractive.ca/tokyo/


Rooms

Park Hotel Tokyo is proud to announce the sale of two new artist rooms, "Birds
and Animals in the City" and "Kawaii," starting April 17, 2024, as part of our
commitment to deliver a new fusion of art and accommodation. "Birds and
Animals in the City," which evokes the breath of nature and life, and "Kawaii,"
which is as adorable as its name suggests, both offer unique worldviews and
provide our guests with an extraordinary experience.

More info

World Airport Awards 2024: Haneda and Narita Rank in the Top 5
Overall! Haneda Tops the List of the World's Cleanest Airports

SKYTRAX, an aviation rating company, has released its "The World's Top 10
Airports of 2024". The rankings are based on votes from airport users around
the world. In "The World's Best Airports" category, which is an overall evaluation,
Tokyo Haneda Airport and Tokyo Narita Airport ranked fourth and fifth,
respectively. Tokyo Haneda Airport was also ranked first in the "World's
Cleanest Airports 2024".

More info

*Please kindly send us the link and/or details if you publish any articles on your media
based on this information. Email: tokyo@jcinteractive.ca

 

https://parkhoteltokyo.com/artist-in-hotel/birds-and-animals-in-the-city-kanamaru/
https://www.worldairportawards.com/worlds-cleanest-airports-2024/


Tokyo Footage & Promotion Video
Collection

Videos Showcasing the Wonders of Tokyo
Available for Free
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